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INTRODUCTION

Allure Defined
Allure is a small business dedicated
to producing and selling tapestries
based on geometric shapes with an
aesthetically pleasing look.

Mission Statement
Geometric designs will interest clientele
since they show strong line work and unique
background options. Allure promotes
eclectic styles to showcase the unique
thought process of the tapestry designs.

Purpose
The goal of this project is to showcase
geometric shapes to individuals who
are interested in decorating their walls.
Two different collections will be featured;
Galaxy and Mellow Collection.

Vision Statement
Producing and selling handmade
tapestries to clients who appreciate
a fusion of geometric shapes and
modern day design.

Benefits
Clients will benefit from this business
by being able to decorate their walls
with geometric shapes with nebula’s
displayed onto tapestries.
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RESEARCH
Questions
Are there tapestry shops dedicated to
producing and selling only tapestries?
Are clients interested in purchasing
galaxy based style tapestries? Do people
want to buy tapestries? What kind of
symbols will be shown on the tapestries?
Will the clients have a variety of styles of
tapestries to choose from?

Assumptions
People are interested in decorating their
homes with geometric based designs.
Tapestries are only for college students
or tree huggers. People are interested in
decorating their rooms with tapestries. In
order to find high quality tapestries, you
have to spend big bucks.
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RESE ARCH
PA PER

The display of Cherokee symbols will
help preserve their beliefs and convey
their values. Tapestries, textile fabric with
pictures or designs, have and always
will be an important part of the Native
American cultures due to their many
uses and aesthetically pleasing look.
The goal of this project is to educate
people in classic Cherokee textile
designs, and symbols that correlate
with their traditional belief system that
still remain a big part of the Cherokee’s
day-to-day lives.
What is the difference between a
textile and a tapestry? According to
Merriam Webster, the term textile
means, “a woven or knit cloth” and “a
fiber, filament, or yarn used in making
cloth”, while tapestry means, “a heavy
handwoven reversible textile used for
hangings, curtains, and upholstery and
characterized by complicated pictorial
designs” (Merriam Webster). Though
they may look like they are crafted from
brush strokes, tapestries are not painted
and fall in the category of weft-faced
weaving, in which all the warp threads
are hidden in the completed work. This
is unlike cloth weaving where both the
warp and the weft threads can be visible.
One of the biggest differences between
a textile and a tapestry are that textiles
are woven together to create designs
but tapestries are woven together and
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the designs are separately placed on.
While Native tribes, like the Navajo
tribe, are known to make and use
tapestries, they are not the only ones.
Spinning and weaving started long ago
in ancient Egypt around the year 3400
B.C. While the Egyptians may have
first created tapestries by practicing
spinning and weaving, they are not
the only ones to keep the technique
going for so long. In fact, the practice
continued for thousands of years and
throughout many tribes within early
North American cultures.

work. Weaving textiles and other fabric
goes back 11,500 years for the Cherokee
nation, who originated on the East Coast
until they were forcefully relocated in
1838 by President Andrew Jackson. The
pieces that have survived the years have
now become limited treasures.

The Cherokee are known for incorporating
many triangles and squares into their
handcrafted materials in a repetitive
manner to produce unique patterns.
The Cherokee are also a part of the East
Coasters who practiced finger weaving
and bead work. Archaeologists have
Whether the natives in North America discovered artifacts that date back
lived in the windy Great Plains, the peaks over 4,000 years. One such artifact
of the Rockies, or the humid East, these was a twined shoe found in a cave.
people found woven textiles to be Unfortunately not many textile artifacts
favorable. Over the years, these textiles are left overall due to the “damp and
became extremely popular, not only acidic soil in the southeast (McKie).”
because they could be used as blankets, When I started my research on the
rugs and clothes, but also because each Cherokee, I was quick to notice that
textile expresses different design and there are two different Cherokee
pattern work, according to Christopher flags. The Flag of the Eastern Band of
Muscato in his article, ‘Native American the Cherokee Indians represents the
Textiles: History & Design’ (Muscato). “federally recognized Native American
Textiles made on the east coast differ tribe, who are descended from the small
from textiles made in the Great Plains group of 800 Cherokee who remained in
or in the southwest since each region the Eastern part of the United States after
experiences different climate conditions the Indian Removal Act moved the other
than the others. A common practice 15,000 Cherokee to the west in the 19th
on the East Coast was finger weaving, century. They were required to assimilate
meaning that textiles would be braided and renounce tribal Cherokee citizenship
together in a repetitive system of (Gleason)” and then there is The Flag
knots to thread together. This method of the Cherokee nation to represent the
expressed complex geometric and floral other 14,200 people who remained. The
patterns compared to textiles native in Flag of the Cherokee nation is orange
the Great Plains, where they used silk and has a seven pointed star in the
to produce beautiful pieces of ribbon middle of it. This is placed there because
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it represents the Wild Potato, Bird, Deer,
Blue, Wolf, Long Hair and Paint clans
and forms a big part in the seal. “The
wreath of leaves and acorns surrounding
the star represents the sacred fire of the
Cherokee, maintained for hundreds of
years by spiritual leaders. Surrounding
these elements are the words, Seal of
the Cherokee Nation,” followed by
“Tsa la gi hi A ye li in the native tongue,
meaning Cherokee Nation (Gleason).”
Even though there is a seven sided star
within the seal, their flag also includes
seven individual stars circling the seal to
represent the seven clans. Lastly, there is
one black star in the top, right corner of
the flag to signify the people who had
unfortunately lost their lives from the
Trail of Tears.
When it comes to the traditional
Cherokee belief system and the symbols
correlating, numbers play a big role. The
numbers four and seven play a specific
role in ceremonies because of what they
represent according to Chris Deziel in his
article, ‘Cherokee Symbols and What They
Mean’. “In the Cherokee cosmology,
the Earth is suspended from the heavens
by four cords, which correspond to
the four cardinal directions, north,
south, east and west (Deziel).” The
Cherokee also acknowledge three more
directions, which are the upper world,
lower world and center, meaning where
you always are. I find this particularly
interesting because of the fact that
they believe there are more directions
than the classic north, south, east and
west, considering most cultures do not
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follow that distinctive belief system. The
number seven is significant because
there are seven different clans within
the Cherokee nation. When reading
further into Deziel’s ‘Cherokee Symbols
and What They Mean’, I further learned
that ‘seven also represents the height
of purity and sacredness, a difficult level
to attain’ (Deziel). Supposedly only the
owl and cougar (sacred animals) have
ever been able to achieve that level of
purity. Now it is thought that the pine,
holly, spruce, cedar and laurel have all
reached that level so they get used often
in their ceremonies.
Many versions of the Creation story have
been passed down throughout the
generations but one specific version
portrays the owl and cougar to be the
only two animals to not fall asleep during
the seven nights of Creation. Owls and
cougars have extraordinary vision and
live nocturnally and that is believed to be
directly tied to them being able to stay
awake for the Creation. The Cherokee
believe that the owl’s connection to the
spirit world is what causes it to bring
medicine to the sick. “Owl medicine” is
brought from healers among the tribe
to those on their deathbed in order
to bring forth visions of the future. It
is not understood exactly why people
wanted to be gifted visions while on
their deathbed but it could have been
because they may have wanted to see
what would come of their family clans
or what was ahead of them in their next
part of their journey. All symbols in the
Cherokee nation represent something

significant. Some are more relevant than
others but each play a role in their belief
system. While researching the Cherokee, I
found, from available evidence, that even
though they created textiles they did not
put any symbolism on their pieces, instead
triangles and squares were present.

away from not only the quality of the
items being made but also the symbolic
meaning for the items diminish. I learned
that there are both positives and
negatives concerning mass production.
Some positives include lowered cost of
goods, benefits businesses, standardizes
products, consumers can buy more
goods and the increase in jobs has
helped the economy significantly. Yes,
mass production can be very beneficial
for consumers in the modern age, but it
is not so black and white. The negatives
aspects of mass production include,
machinery being very expensive to buy.
If one part of the line breaks, the whole
production process will have to stop
until it is repaired. More items end up
in landfills due to cheaper produced
goods being made then thrown out
after little use and of course the vitality
of craftsmanship. Kelsie Schrader quotes
from her article, ‘Is Mass-Production
Killing Craftsmanship?,’ “We care
so much about low price that we’re
forgetting the importance of highquality, meaningful work (Shrader).”
In terms of price it is not unnatural for
people to want to spend less money on
a product if the only difference seems to
be in quality. Shrader’s quote accurately
sums up how, as a society, we can act.

One recurring problem that surfaces
among many native tribes are copyright
laws over their own design patterns and
pieces. Native artists often do not to
copyright their designs because they do
not believe they can own something when
it has a cultural relation to their people.
This causes many problems to arise since
big companies can use artist’s design
work for their own without having to go
through legal means. “There are so many
symbols or types of symbols or almost
generic symbols, so symbols themselves
don’t bother me — it’s the fraudulent
use of the word ‘authentic’ (Munslow),”
said Native American sculptor Upton
Greyshoes Ethelbah in Julia Munslow’s
article, ‘It’s Sacrilegious’: The Lucrative
Market in Fake Native American Art.’ I
agree with Upton Greyshoes Ethelbah
on this matter. But I further believe that
it is unfair for these companies to mimic
any classic Native American styled piece
because they are only looking to profit
off of someone else’s cultural traditions,
while claiming to be something they are “Tapestries were woven by hand for
clearly not; authentic.
centuries, but late nineteenth- and
Mass production refers to “production early twentieth-century technological
in very large amounts”, according innovations introduced the possibility
to Merriam Webster. My very first of machine woven tapestries. Today,
assumption before starting this research workshops and manufactures still
was that mass produced items take produce hand-woven and machine-
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woven tapestries (Mallory).” While the
traditional tapestries were created by
weaving them together on a loom, most
modern day tapestries have evolved
into screen printing the designs, or
photographs, on semi thick fabric instead
of weaving in the designs. Weaving
traditional style textiles and tapestries
are still a common practice for tribes
such as the Navajo and Pueblos. Now
tapestries are made a little bit differently.
Fabric printers like, the Maxcan TS1325
Digital UV flatbed, are used in the
printing process. While there are still
a handful of tapestry businesses, not
to mention the natives, that still produce
tapestries that have been assembled by
weaving, they are limited and costly.
In the last part of the research I came to
the conclusion that textile-like-tapestries
will need to be categorized from the
symbolisms that will be used to help
educate consumers. It is important to be
knowledgeable and respectful regarding
Cherokee symbolisms because they are
just as important as any other culture
and religion. As mentioned earlier, I do
not agree with big business corporations
mimicking another as cultural traditions.
This is why my goal is to educate interested
consumers on traditional symbolisms of
the Cherokee nation while also providing
beautifully handcrafted tapestries for
their own usage.
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Market Research
Vijaya’s is a boutique in Cobleskill,
NY that sells numerous items, such
as tapestries, cotton yoga clothing,
cotton beaded scarves, skirts, shawls,
jackets, shirts, bags and more. I visited
the store and spoke with the owner
on how she obtains everything in the
shop. The tapestries they have for
sale are handmade in India, shipped
to The United States by India Arts and
then bought from Vijaya herself. Some
are made by weaving fabrics together
and the others are formed with a wax
design. Typically they are outside when
being produced, laid out in the grass in
case there is a mess and for more room.
The more experienced hands produce
the tapestries in approximately two
to three hours.

Thesis Statement
The display of Cherokee symbols
will help preserve their beliefs and
convey their values.

Vijaya’s Clothing Boutique
Main Street, Cobleskill NY
Photography by Kayla Johnson
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Methods
I will visit stores that sell tapestries and
compare the variety of the tapestry
designs that they are selling. I will
conduct a survey among individuals
between the ages of 18 to 25 year
olds in order to see the interest levels
on purchasing tapestries. The survey
will also conclude on whether the
individuals buy tapestries mainly online
or in person. The advantage to hanging
Allure’s tapestries,is their high quality
fabrics and print, and unique feeling that
each one expresses.
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Resources
Resources I will need are adobe products,
a flash drive, the Internet, pencil, a ruler,
scissors, an x-acto knife, foam core and
designs to send out for print.

Objectives

Producing and maintaining a successful
tapestry business. Promoting fresh and
exciting geometric designs by showcasing
said designs on tapestries.

Budget
The budget for this
project is no more
than $200 dollars.
Money will be spent on
sending out business
cards and sending out
the tapestry designs to
Target Photo. The rest
of my budget will be
spent on necessities
like x-acto knife/
blades for cutting,
adding money for
printing on campus
and equipment to
present my brand.

Location
Allure’s is located online
at their website,
https://www.allure.com

Outcomes

Fifty round business
cards, process book,
tapestries, stickers,
website, advertisement
posters, a variety of
coupons and thank
you cards, a store sign,
a catalog book and
custom bags.
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INTERACTION
Who is the
target audience?
Everyone who has an interest
in purchasing tapestries with an
aesthetically pleasing and unique
look. If the consumer would like to
decorate their apartment, house or
even dorm rooms with the finest
materials then they are more than
welcome to purchase Allure’s one of Products shown on displays, engaging
a kind tapestries. their full attention on the fine weaving
materials used to create the wonderful
works of art and using Allure’s website
to order the products.

How do they
participate?

Is participation
meaningful?

Is participation
voluntary?

Participation is extremely relevant to
the consumers because once they look
at one of Allure’s tapestries, their eyes
will then become engaged in the line
Participation can be considered
structure of each shape. In addition, the
as both voluntary and involuntary.
tapestries will provide a warm feel in
Accidentally viewing an object without
the rooms they are displayed in.
prior knowledge is an involuntary
form of participation. While this is a
true statement, clients are voluntarily
engaging their time in looking at the
products and taking it upon themselves
to go to the online store.
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Evelyn Hunt
21 years
Ithaca, NY
Undergraduate Student
Single

Persona
Evelyn Hunt is an undergraduate student studying
Psychology at Cornell University. She has a fond liking
for home decorating and collecting unique tapestries
that she comes in contact with. Evelyn enjoys being
able to show off Allure’s tapestry in her apartment,
because of their unique look. Clients like this is what
keeps them as valued customers. Allure tapestries
come at a reasonable price and ships in three days to
your front door.
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BRAND POSITIONING
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Visual Audit
Company Name: Electro Threads
Price Range: $19.99-$49.95
Product Styles: Wall Tapestries, Door
Decorations, Shower Curtains
and Pillow Cases
Office Location: 1084 Industrial Park Rd,
UT 84057

Company Name: Mission Del Rey
Price Range: $69.95-$259.95
Product Styles: Native Accessories,
Bedspreads, Artifacts, Wall
Hangings and Tapestries
Office Location: 1421 N Lee Trevino Dr.,
Ste. A7, El Paso, TX 79936

Company Name: Society6
Price Range: $32.99
Product Styles: Art Prints, Framed art
Prints, Canvas Prints and Wall Tapestries
Office Location: 1655 26th St, Santa
Monica, CA 90404

Company Name: Native Line
Price Range: $49.95-$268.95
Product Styles: Woven Accessories,
Wall Hangings and Woven Serpentines
Office Location: 6725 Sunset Blvd, Los
Angeles, CA 90028

Company Name: Vijaya’s Clothing
Boutique
Price Range: $34.99-$52.99
Product Styles: Tapestries, decorative wall
hangings, clothes and crystals
Office Location: 577 W Main St, Cobleskill,
NY 12043

Company Name: Nizhoni Ranch Gallery
Price Range: $198.95-$42.000
Product Styles: Rugs, Antiques, Textiles
and Contemporary
Office Location: Nizhoni Ranch Gallery,
Sonoita, AZ 85637
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Positioning Matrix

High Quality

re

Low in Price

High in Price

Positioning Statement
Low Quality

For people who like giving meaning to
geometric shapes, Allure’s offers the
best quality tapestries to illustrate some
significant symbolisms. Available online
24/7 and guarantee delivery within a three
day period. This business is dedicated
to providing high-quality tapestries for
a reasonable price.
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